NOVOFLEX expands its TrioPod-tripod system

Last year’s launch of the NOVOFLEX tripod system TrioPod
(world’s first modular tripod with interchangeable legs) caused a
real sensation. Photographers worldwide were enthusiastic by the
possibility to fit their tripod, on a modular conception basis, to
their individual needs. With the new tripod base TrioBalance
NOVOFLEX is now enlarging the system and is offering an alternative to the standard tripod base.
The new tripod base is equipped with an integrated leveler which
allows for an adjustability of 15° in all directions and which is
therefore perfectly convenient for panorama photography.
Moreover, this innovation facilitates a quick and precise alignment of cameras, panorama plates, ballheads etc. A non-slip
locking lever makes for easy and accurate locking.
Likewise the standard base the TrioBalance, too can be equipped
with diverse leg variants and each leg can be strutted apart in
angles of 20°, 40°, 60° and 90°. A strut of 90° enables photo
shoots on ground surface.
Like the TrioPod the TrioBalance is also available in eight different
kits with carbon-fibre or aluminium legs or hiking sticks, three
mini legs and a carrying bag. In addition, a kit, consisting of mini
legs only, is available. For all photographers who wish to further
customize their TrioPod - the single components can be
purchased separately.
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Perfect alignment

Thanks to the brilliant design of the TrioPod tripod system all
legs and hiking sticks can be turned into a monopod within a
matter of seconds. This does not only save weight, but money,
too, since the purchase of an additional monopod is no longer
necessary. In terms of transport, the advantages are that the
legs can be separated from the tripod base. Thus, the individual
parts can be stowed easily and space-savingly.
For more information and information on deliveries please
contact: the NOVOFLEX distributor in your country, or NOVOFLEX
Präzisionstechnik GmbH, Brahmsstrasse 7, 87700 Memmingen,
Phone 0049 -83 31- 8 88 88, Fax 0049- 83 31 - 4 71 74, E-Mail:
mail@novoflex.de or in the internet under www.novoflex.de.
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Information for the editorial department:
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Text and photo data can be downloaded from website www.pr-guenther.de
(refer to information per company). If desired, we will be pleased to send
you the data by e-mail (jg@pr-guenther.de).
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